Prelude I

George Gershwin
Arr.: Tobias Kassung

Allegro ben ritmato e deciso \( j = 92 \)
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IMPORTANT NOTE

Arranging this piece and creating the sheet music edition means a lot of work. You can download and use this music for free. But if you play my pieces or arrangements in public, you must register them as a performance of "classical music" at the performing rights society of your country. For example the PRS in the UK, GEMA in Germany, SACEM in France, ASCAP in the United States. Please bear in mind: only by registering your performance I can get some money for my work. This piece is registered with GEMA in Germany and has the following International Standard Musical Work Code (ISWC): T-803.354.989-3

State this code, composer and arranger when you register your public performance at the performing rights society of your country!

Tobias Kassung